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Abstract

Objective—To determine whether transthoracic three dimensional echocardiography is an accurate non-invasive technique for defining the morphology of atrial septal defects (ASD).

Methods—In 34 patients with secundum ASD, mean (SD) age 20 (17) years (14 male, 20 female), the measurements obtained from three dimensional echocardiography were compared to those obtained from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or surgery. Three dimensional images were constructed to simulate the ASD view as seen by a surgeon. Measured variables were: maximum and minimum vertical and horizontal ASD dimension, and distances to inferior and superior vena cava, coronary sinus, and tricuspid valve. In each patient two ultrasound techniques were used to acquire three dimensional data: standard grey scale imaging (GSI) and Doppler myocardial imaging (DMI).

Results—Good correlation was found in maximum ASD dimension (both horizontal and vertical) between three dimensional echocardiography and both MRI (GSI r = 0.96, SEE = 0.05 cm; DMI r = 0.97, SEE = 0.04 cm) and surgery (GSI r = 0.92, SEE = 0.06 cm; DMI r = 0.95, SEE = 0.06 cm). The systematic error was similar for both three dimensional techniques when compared to both MRI (GSI = 0.40 cm (27%); DMI = 0.38 cm (25%)) and surgery (GSI = 0.50 cm (29%); DMI = 0.37 cm (22%)). A significant difference was found in both horizontal and vertical ASD dimension changes during the cardiac cycle. This change was inversely correlated with age. These findings were consistent for both DMI and GSI technique. In children (age ≤ 17 years), the feasibility of detecting structures and undertaking measurements was similar for both echo techniques. However, in adult ASD patients (age ≥ 18 years) this feasibility was higher for DMI than for GSI.

Conclusions—Transthoracic three dimensional imaging using both GSI and DMI accurately displayed the varying morphology, dimensions, and spatial relations of ASD. However, DMI was a more effective technique than GSI in describing ASD morphology in adults.
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Secundum atrial septal defect (ASD) accounts for between 7% and 10% of all congenital heart disease and for between 30% and 40% of congenital heart diseases seen in adults.1 Each year approximately 300 to 400 patients in the United Kingdom undergo surgical closure of an ASD using standard sternotomy.2 The development of new techniques of ASD closure including minimal access surgery3 4 and percutaneous catheter closure5–8 has increased the need for accurate assessment not only of ASD size but also ASD morphology and its spatial relations.7 9 10 Currently, several techniques are used to image or size ASDs: echocardiography,11–14 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),15 16 or balloon sizing during heart catheterisation. Cross sectional echocardiography is probably the most commonly used imaging technique and with standard precordial imaging the sensitivity in detecting secundum and primum ASDs is more than 90%,14 17 However, anatomically the atrial septum is a concave convex structure and therefore an ultrasound beam can cut the defect in different planes and may not reflect its true size. A potentially superior role for three dimensional echocardiography in ASD sizing was claimed recently in a comparative investigation of guided three dimensional studies and conventional cross sectional examinations.18

Previous studies on three dimensional ASD reconstruction have been carried out using standard grey scale images.19 20 In these reports, because of poor transthoracic image quality grey scale images were often acquired from a transoesophageal approach. In this study, therefore, we looked not only at the potential of transthoracic three dimensional grey scale image reconstruction but also the additional value of three dimensional reconstruction using the Doppler myocardial imaging technique. Doppler myocardial imaging is based on a colour Doppler principle in which
special algorithms are applied to detect myocardial wall motion instead of intracardiac blood flow. As the quality of cross sectional Doppler myocardial imaging is not directly affected by the chest wall attenuation, as it is in greyscale images, it should provide better quality images than the standard grey scale for transthoracic three dimensional echocardiography.

**Methods**

A prospective study of the transthoracic three dimensional echocardiographic definition of ASD morphology and its dynamic changes during the cardiac cycle was performed. Two different imaging techniques, grey scale imaging and Doppler myocardial imaging, were used to acquire three dimensional datasets from each patient. The information obtained from three dimensional Doppler myocardial imaging and grey scale images was compared with that obtained by phase contrast cine magnetic resonance imaging or surgery.

**PATIENT SELECTION**

Forty seven consecutive patients with a known or suspected ASD underwent cross sectional and three dimensional echocardiographic examination to determine the defect size and location. In five patients, the interatrial septum appeared to be intact on both magnetic resonance imaging and ultrasound. In seven patients no correlative measurements of the defect could be obtained because neither magnetic resonance imaging nor surgery was performed. In one patient the surgery was done elsewhere and the correlative measurements were unavailable. Therefore 34 patients, mean (SD) age 20 (17) years, with secundum ASD were suitable for study. In 18 patients, aged 23 (18) years, three dimensional grey scale images and Doppler myocardial imaging measurements were correlated with phase contrast cine magnetic resonance imaging, and in the remaining 16 patients, aged 10 (7) years, the three dimensional measurements were correlated with these taken during surgical ASD repair. The three dimensional echocardiogram and magnetic resonance imaging scans were performed on the same day in 16 patients, and in two patients there was a four day interval between the three dimensional echocardiogram and magnetic resonance imaging scan. The average time between three dimensional echocardiogram and surgery was 30 (25) days. All but two patients were in sinus rhythm. These two patients were excluded from the analysis of changes in ASD size during the cardiac cycle. All patients were informed about the purpose of the study and gave informed consent to be enrolled in the study.

**THREE DIMENSIONAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY**

The instrumentation used for the three dimensional imaging protocol consisted of an ultrasound scanner (Acuson XP10 Mountain View, California, USA) with implemented Doppler myocardial imaging software and a three dimensional acquisition system (TomTec Echo-Scan, TomTec Imaging Systems, Munich, Germany). We have described the scanner modifications which enable Doppler myocardial imaging to be acquired. Figure 1 shows schematically how the three dimensional dataset was acquired. Three dimensional echocardiograms were performed on the same day in 16 patients, and in two patients there was a four day interval between the three dimensional echocardiogram and magnetic resonance imaging scan. The average time between three dimensional echocardiogram and surgery was 30 (25) days. All but two patients were in sinus rhythm. These two patients were excluded from the analysis of changes in ASD size during the cardiac cycle. All patients were informed about the purpose of the study and gave informed consent to be enrolled in the study.

---

**Figure 1** Steps taken to acquire three dimensional dataset. Diagram shows an ECG and respiration gated acquisition of two dimensional cross sections obtained from the apical window by rotating the transducer by the mechanical device at 2° steps over 180°. Once the acquisition was completed, off-line processing based on the interpolation of the missing information between the acquired two dimensional images at 2° steps and conversion of the images from polar to Cartesian coordinates was carried out.
images were acquired. The three dimensional acquisition system consisted of a 486, 66 MHz computer with 64 megabytes of storage system memory, and steering logic for image acquisition, processing, and presentation. The ultrasound images were obtained using a 2.5–4.0 MHz phased array transducer steered by the transducer mechanical rotational device supplied with the Echo-Scan. In each patient the appropriate transducer frequency was selected to obtain the best quality cross sectional grey scale images. Each Doppler myocardial imaging dataset was acquired using a transducer frequency of 2.5 MHz. During the acquisition, the Echo-Scan was connected to the ultrasound video output of the Acuson scanner by a black/white video cable. Thus when Doppler myocardial images were acquired, the colour Doppler signal was transferred as a black and white video signal to the Echo-Scan. During the acquisition electrocardiographic and respiration gating was used. A standard three lead electrocardiogram cable was used to monitor the electrocardiogram while the patient’s respiration was monitored by measuring skin impedance. Using this information the system created an on-line histogram based on the patient’s heart rate and respiration. This enabled the setting of a gating window based on the RR intervals of the electrocardiogram. The expiratory phase was used for gating respiration. During the acquisition procedure, the transducer was placed in the standard apical position and was rotated by the mechanical rotational device at 2° steps over 180°. Based on the gating parameters, the computer acquired one complete cardiac cycle at the acquisition start position and recorded it at 25 frames per second. When one cardiac cycle had been stored in the computer’s RAM, the steering control advanced the transducer by one step. A total of 90 cardiac cycles was stored during one acquisition. The same acquisition protocol was used for the acquisition of grey scale images and Doppler images. In each patient the acquisition started with grey scale image data and then Doppler imaging data were collected. The acquisition time was approximately three minutes for both grey scale and Doppler imaging. As the patient needs to be immobile during the image acquisition, seven patients (age between two and three and a half years) required mild sedation using Triclofos Elixir BP (triclofos sodium).

After acquisition, the data were stored on the system hard drive and then analysed off-line. In each patient, three dimensional reconstruction of the ASD was carried out from the right atrium. First, an apical four chamber view was reconstructed. Second, the acquired dataset was cut vertically by a longitudinal plane through the right atrial free wall, tricuspid valve, and anterior right ventricular free wall. Finally, the reconstruction was orientated anterior to posterior. These manoeuvres provided us with an en face view of the ASD from which the following variables were measured: minimum and maximum of horizontal and
vertical ASD dimensions during the cardiac cycle, distances to: coronary sinus, inferior vena cava, superior vena cava, and tricuspid valve during late left ventricular systole (maximum ASD dimension) (fig 2).

Although the Doppler information is angle dependent, the angle of insonation needs to be taken into account when measuring myocardial velocities only. In previously reported cases where Doppler myocardial imaging was used as an acquisition technique to visualise cardiac structures, the incident angle of the ultrasonic beam did not affect the completeness of the image. This is because even very low myocardial velocities with approximate values of around 0 to 0.2 m/s are also colour coded by Doppler myocardial imaging as a mosaic of red and blue colour.

Out of the 34 defects which were reconstructed using both grey scale and Doppler images, 30 were single secundum defects and four were multiple (from two to four defects).

From all three dimensional ASD reconstructions, the feasibility of detecting right atrial structures and undertaking measurements was assessed for both Doppler myocardial imaging and grey scale imaging.

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
The magnetic resonance imaging studies were performed on a 1.5 T Siemens Magneton SP system. Fast acquisition “Turboflash” localiser images (repetition time (TR) 4.9 ms, time to echo (TE) 2 ms, flip angle (FA) 8°) were obtained in the coronal and transverse planes through the ventricles, followed by a single angulated plane through the ventricles, and then by a single angulated plane through the interventricular and interatrial septa to give a right anterior oblique (RAO) two chamber plane localiser. Multiple contiguous, 6 mm slice width, 16 cardiac phases, gated cine gradient echo images (TR 560 ms, TE 6 ms, FA 30°) were then obtained perpendicular to the interatrial septum in the four chamber projection, using the angulated RAO two chamber localiser.

Gated, velocity encoded, phase contrast imaging with a maximum velocity sensitivity of 120 cm/s was then performed using four chamber cine image with the imaging plane prescribed to lie parallel to, and contiguous with, the right atrial side of the interatrial septum, to provide an en face view of the defect. The maximum dimensions of the defects were measured from the images on an independent operating console using electronic calipers.

SURGICAL DATA
All operations were performed by one surgeon. The surgery was performed either through a midline sternotomy or through a right thoracotomy, with induced ventricular fibrillation. The aorta was not cross clamped and thus the heart was not arrested in diastole using a midline sternotomy or through a right thoracotomy, with induced ventricular fibrillation. The aorta was not cross clamped and thus the heart was not arrested in diastole using cardioplegic solution in any of the patients. Once the heart was fibrillated and the right atrium opened, a pump sucker was left in the coronary sinus and intermittent suction was performed through the ASD into the left atrium to achieve a bloodless field. The various measurements, as described above, were taken by the single observer using a string of black silk suture material which was cut at an appropriate measured point from the margin of the defect. The length of the suture was measured on a ruler and the findings were noted down by the member of the team. Two independent measurements were taken for each dimension in the first six patients. No difference was observed between the two readings and therefore in the later part of the study only one measurement was obtained in the remaining 10 patients.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The data are expressed as mean (SD). A paired t test was used to compare the maximum to minimum ASD dimensional change during the cardiac cycle, as measured by three dimensional echocardiography. Least square regression analysis was performed to test the correlation
between the horizontal and vertical dimension of an ASD, and the distances from the ASD rim to inferior vena cava, superior vena cava, coronary sinus, and tricuspid valve, measured by grey scale imaging, Doppler myocardial imaging, magnetic resonance imaging, and surgery. Linear regression analysis was performed to assess the correlation between the changes in ASD size during the cardiac cycle and age. Finally, the Bland and Altman test was used to assess: (1) the bias (systematic error) between the two ultrasound techniques and magnetic resonance imaging or surgery; (2) how the studied techniques relate to each other (underestimation or overestimation); and (3) reproducibility.\textsuperscript{21, 26} Statistical analysis was performed using the statistical package UNISTAT 4 for Windows. A p value of < 0.05 was considered significant.

INTEROBSERVER AND INTRAOBSERVER VARIABILITY

In 10 randomly selected ASD patients, all the measurements acquired from three dimensional Doppler myocardial imaging and grey scale image reconstructions pertaining to the maximum and minimum (horizontal and vertical) ASD dimensions, and distances to inferior vena cava, superior vena cava, coronary sinus, and tricuspid valve were analysed by two independent observers. Additionally, in six randomly selected ASD patients, a three dimensional echocardiographic study was performed twice within an average period of 28 (4) days. Analysis of variance was used to assess the differences between the measurements of ASD morphology obtained by two observers (interobserver variability) and between measurements taken from the same subjects at different times (intraobserver variability). Both intraobserver and interobserver variability in ASD morphology are presented as the mean (SD).

The interobserver variability for three dimensional echocardiography for grey scale images was at 0.08 (0.09) cm (systematic error 16%) and for Doppler myocardial imaging, 0.07 (0.08) cm (systematic error 13%).

The intraobserver variability for grey scale images was at 0.07 (0.08) cm (systematic error 15%) and for Doppler myocardial imaging 0.06 (0.08) cm (systematic error 12%).

Results

Figure 3 shows the maximum ASD orifice as defined by three dimensional echocardiography using both techniques (Doppler myocardial imaging and grey scale images), magnetic resonance phase contrast cine imaging, and surgery.

Table 1 presents the measurements of ASD dimensions and the distances from the ASD rim to other structures of the right atrium by three dimensional echocardiography, magnetic resonance imaging, and surgery.

Table 1 presents the measurements of ASD dimensions and the distances from the ASD rim to other structures of the right atrium by three dimensional echocardiography, magnetic resonance imaging, and surgery. A significant difference was found in changes of both horizontal and vertical ASD dimensions during the cardiac cycle (table 1, fig 4). The maximum dimension of ASDs was found in late ventricular systole and the minimum in late ventricular diastole. Stepwise multivariate regression analysis showed that the changes in ASD size are not dependent on the defect size but are inversely related to patient age. Figure 5 presents the linear regression analysis of the relation between the changes in ASD size and patient age.

A good correlation was obtained between maximum horizontal and vertical ASD dimensions by three dimensional echocardiography...
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Table 1  The measurements of atrial septal defect (ASD) dimensions and the distances from the ASD rim to other structures of the right atrium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Maximum Mean (SD) cm</th>
<th>Minimum Mean (SD) cm</th>
<th>Distance to IVC, SVC, CS, TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HD</td>
<td>VD</td>
<td>HD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI</td>
<td>1.9 (0.8)*</td>
<td>1.6 (0.6)*</td>
<td>1.2 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMI</td>
<td>1.8 (0.7)*</td>
<td>1.6 (0.6)*</td>
<td>1.2 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>1.7 (0.8)</td>
<td>1.4 (0.6)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>1.9 (0.6)</td>
<td>1.7 (0.5)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.8 (0.8)*</td>
<td>1.6 (0.6)*</td>
<td>1.2 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CS, coronary sinus; DMI, Doppler myocardial imaging; GSI, grey scale imaging; HD, horizontal dimension; IVC, inferior vena cava; SVC, superior vena cava; TV, tricuspid valve; VD, vertical dimension.

*p < 0.001 compared to minimum.

Table 2  Correlation between the measurements obtained by three dimensional echocardiography and surgery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GSI</th>
<th>DMI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVC</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVC</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.31)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CS, coronary sinus; DMI, Doppler myocardial imaging; GSI, grey scale imaging; IVC, inferior vena cava; SVC, superior vena cava; TV, tricuspid valve.

and magnetic resonance imaging (grey scale images: \( r = 0.96 \text{ cm}, \text{SEE} = 0.05, p < 0.001 \); Doppler myocardial imaging: \( r = 0.97 \text{ cm}, \text{SEE} = 0.04, p < 0.001 \)) or surgery (grey scale images: \( r = 0.92 \text{ cm}, \text{SEE} = 0.06, p < 0.001 \); Doppler myocardial imaging: \( r = 0.95, \text{SEE} = 0.06, p < 0.001 \)). Figure 6 shows the difference in ASD size as determined by three dimensional echocardiography and magnetic resonance imaging or surgery using the Bland and Altman analysis. The systematic error (bias) between three dimensional echocardiography and magnetic resonance imaging was low at 0.40 cm (27%) for grey scale images and 0.38 cm (25%) for Doppler myocardial imaging. For surgery the systematic error was at 0.50 cm (29%) and 0.37 cm (22%) respectively. Good correlation was also obtained between the distances from the defect rim to inferior vena cava, superior vena cava, coronary sinus, and tricuspid valve in its maximum opening by three dimensional echocardiography and surgery (table 2).

In children (from three to 17 years of age; 19 patients) the feasibility of detecting structures and undertaking measurements was similar for both Doppler myocardial imaging and grey scale imaging. In adult ASD patients (from 18 to 61 years of age; 15 patients), the feasibility was better for Doppler myocardial imaging than for grey scale imaging (table 3).

Discussion

With the growing interest in new techniques of ASD closure, precise assessment of ASD is crucial for optimal patient selection. Cross sectional echocardiography and magnetic resonance imaging are the two most commonly used techniques to assess ASD size and morphology. The accuracy of magnetic resonance imaging is well established. It is claimed to have a sensitivity and specificity greater than 90% in the identification of ostium secundum ASD and to be superior to standard transthoracic and transoesophageal cross sectional echocardiography for ASD sizing. During the last 15 years dynamic research has been conducted in the development of three dimensional echocardiography which may become a bedside diagnostic technique in the assessment not only of ASD size and morphology but also of spatial relations of the defect to other cardiac structures. This seems to be particularly important in selecting patients for percutaneous ASD closure by transcatheter device placement. Preliminary studies have been carried out by others showing the ability of three dimensional echocardiography to reconstruct en face the dynamic morphology of ASDs using transthoracic or transoesophageal acquired ultrasound data. However, no comparison has been made to define the accuracy of these reconstructions. It was reported that the quality of transthoracic standard ultrasound images was not satisfactory in all cases and the transthoracic three dimensional en face reconstruction of ASD was feasible in 81% of a study group of children.
In our study we therefore looked not only at the potential accuracy of transthoracic three dimensional grey scale image reconstruction but also at the additional value of three dimensional reconstruction using the Doppler myocardial imaging technique. We have shown that the feasibility of detecting right atrial structures and undertaking measurements by the two techniques studied was different with age. In children ($\leq 17$ years of age) all the required anatomical structures were reconstructed in a similar percentage of patients. However, in patients over 18 years old, the feasibility of detecting anatomical structures was greater with Doppler imaging. For both age groups, superior vena cava and coronary sinus were the hardest to reconstruct by either ultrasound technique.

We have also shown that all the ASDs studied changed significantly in dimension during the cardiac cycle, with maximum size in late left ventricular systole and minimum in late left ventricular diastole. Although, this difference was present in all patients, it was inversely correlated with age. A similar finding of a significant difference in ASD area during the cardiac cycle has been reported by others.\(^{22}\)

This could provide new information about the natural history of secundum ASD which may be taken into account when assessing a patient for percutaneous ASD occlusion using a device placement.

The relation between measurements by three dimensional echocardiography and magnetic resonance imaging or surgery was good and within acceptable limits for clinical application. The maximum ASD dimension measured by three dimensional echocardiography correlated well with both magnetic resonance imaging and surgery. The systematic error for the group as a whole was slightly lower for Doppler imaging than for grey scale imaging when compared to both magnetic resonance imaging and surgery. However, in the group as a whole was slightly lower for Doppler imaging than for grey scale imaging. For both age groups, surgical closure of an ASD is usually performed using a cardioplegic solution achieving diastolic arrest of the heart. This unfortunately does not reflect the in vivo situation of the beating heart. The relaxed state of the heart tends to overestimate the size of the defect and the various distances measured. In this study, we elected to perform the surgical closure in a fibrillating heart, thus maintaining the cardiac tone. The measurements taken at surgery were therefore a more accurate reflection of the in vivo situation. In order to avoid interobserver variability, all measurements at surgery were undertaken by a single surgeon. Two independent measurements were obtained initially to avoid interobserver variability. However, it soon became apparent that there was little difference in the two observations.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Transthoracic three dimensional grey scale images and Doppler myocardial imaging both accurately displayed the varying morphology,
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Dimensions, and spatial relations of ASDs. For the group as a whole there was no difference between the two ultrasound techniques in the accuracy of the reconstructed three dimensional images. However, in adult ASD patients, Doppler myocardial imaging was more effective than grey scale imaging in reconstructing a surgical view of ASDs. This study shows that a dynamic on face three dimensional image of an ASD is no longer restricted to the one seen only by a surgeon during an ASD repair, but may be reconstructed through the closed chest before closure of the defect. This should help to plan the surgical strategy or, where applicable, facilitate the selection of patients for percutaneous device closure.
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